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Growing up, I knew what museums were for: they were places where you learned about things and learned
how to do some things—prescribed ways of looking, listening, and occasionally, touching. Long before I met
an art historian and long before I trained to become one, I knew that museums were sources and resources
and that they were sites of social and cultural capital. I also did not expect museums to connect with me, and
I did not care much if they did. In museums, I was learning about learning: museums exhibitions (and
museum people) taught me how to form questions and where to look for answers. Present day museums
everywhere have to figure out strategies to connect with audiences and attract new ones.1 Sociologists have
weighed in on the matter, and some museum administrators agree that this is an “adapt or perish” moment in
our history.2 Technology has proved to be helpful, 3 however, patronizing visitors by merely amusing them
with apps is not constructive. Museums are places for critical thinking and incessant querying. Museums tell
their stories in mission statements, but hitting the “About” tab is just the first action taken by the curious
minded who should be interested in the objective intention of a museum. Next should be these questions:
“What do I want from the museum? and “What does the museum want from me?”
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It is a matter of investment from all concerned parties.

This brief bit is dedicated to Leigh Markopoulos (1968-2017).
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